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by Liz Benedict

An unpleasant current exists
underground at UPS, and, traditionally, it seems to surface with
increased consciousness in the
spring of every year.
Last spring, a sexism task force
wrote a letter to the Trail imploring
students to come get help from
people listed in the Dean of
Students office in the event that
they had been sexually harassed in
any way.
This is one of many efforts which
is being made to deal with the
problem of sexual harassment by
professors towards women on the
UPS campus.
Sexual harassment may include:
* ver b a l harassment or abuse
* su btl e pressure for sexual activity
* sex i s t remarks about a woman's
clothing, body or sexual activities
* unnecessary touching, patting,
or pinching
*l eer i ng or ogling of a woman's
body
* cons t an t brushing against a
woman's body
*d eman di ng sexual favors accompanied by implied or overt threats
concerning one's job, grades, letters of recommendation, etc.
* physical assault
It is a fact that this situation exists
even though the myths are still
ignorantly perpetuated. That people
still believe sexual harassment only
affects a few women, that it is rare
on campus and that if a woman is
sexually harassed it is usually
through her encouragement that it
occurs, is negated by the fact that so
far this year one professor has been
fired, one is on probation and one

student has quit school. In addition,
the counseling center has had
numerous women seek help in
dealing with a problem that now has
become a major issue and requires
that important choices be made to
maintain their peace of mind.
Sexual harassment is widespread;
it is present in employment and on
campus.
A Redbook magazine survey of
9,000 clerical and professional
women provided the first national
data on a subject which had few
reliable statistic prior to 1972: "92%
of the respondents had experienced
overt physical harassment, sexual
remarks and leering, with the
majority regarding this behavior as a
serious problem at work; nearly 50%
said that they or someone they
knew had quit or been fired because
of harassment; and 75% believed
that if they complained to a supervisor, nothing would be done."
On the Yale campus in 1977 an
undergraduate alleged "that she
was offered an "A" in a course in her
major field of study if she would
agree to her professor's sexual proposition. She declined, and
complained about the incident both
orally and in writing to Yale
officials, including her college
dean." The girl received a "C" and
claims it was retaliation for her
refusal of his proposition, and not a
fair representation of her work. The
student claimed that Yale's failure
to investigate and combat sexual
harassment "interferes with the
educational process and denies
cont. on page 5
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The Politics and Government students and
faculty graciously invite the same from the History
Department to participate in the Bill Hobson
baseball game at Jefferson Park at 1:00p.m. on
Sunday, May 6, 1979. The Politics and
Government Department will celebrate their
victory afterward with a potluck dinner at the
park. In case of inclement weather, dinner will be
at Dave Balaam's 415 North "D", apartment A.
The History Department is also invited to the
potluck, provided they are willing to eat crow,

The 11th annual Hawaiian luau promises to he a good one Dont miss
it on Saturday. Story on page 12.

Student Court
Amends Code
Thanks to the Student Court the
University now has an updated and
simplified version of the Student
Conduct Code. The justices of the
Student Court revised the Code in
order to keep pace with changes in
the University. According to Chief
Justice Mike Curtis, the revisions are
also aimed at stepping-up student
awareness of what the Code is all
about and increasing use of the
Student Court in cases of violations
against the Code. The ASUPS Senate
approved the revisions at their April
26 meeting
Major changes included deleting
references to the Residence Hall
Judicial Boards which no longer
exist, and incorportating all administrative responsibility for student
discipline under the Dean of
Students office. Under the revised
system, all cases of violations of the
Conduct Code go directly to the
Student Court, without being heard
by the Residence Hall Boards, the
IFC Tribunal or the Panhellenic

and
Tribunal
The
Council
Panhellenic Council will -now
operate according to their by-laws
and not the Conduct Code. The reason
for the change was to insure that offcampus students, Greeks and oncampus independents are treated
equally.
The five students on the Court
include members of various living
groups and off-campus students. The
Court also includes one faculty
member and a designee from the
Dean of Students office. The justices
are sworn to secrecy and impartiality about the cases.
The Student Court has original
Judicial Boards, which no longer
the Code. A student may choose not
to contest his or her case and
instead let the Dean of Students
determine the sanction.
Curtis stated that other changes
made were to include the University
Alcohol Policy in the Conduct Code
and to simplify the language
throughout the Code.
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News Summary
By Kathy Graham
NEWS
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Comment

Forces of the new government of
Uganda have apparently overrun
the entire southeastern portion of
the country
seizing the town of
Tororo, Uganda's economic lifeline
to the outside world. Reports from
Kenya indicate Tanzanian soldiers
supporting the new government
captured Tororo, then moved southward to the Kenyan border. This
means the new government controls
virtually all of Uganda.

cheat and embezzler." Minchen,
once a top Talmadge aid, said he
opened a bank account in Talmadge's name, through which the
Georgia- democrat collected
thousands in unreported campaign
contributions and phoney Senate
expense claims.

-

The Supreme Court said a state
does not have to establish beyond a
reasonable doubt that treatment is
needed before committing someone
indefinitely to a mental hospital.
The court ruled that only a lesser
category known as "clear and
convincing proof" is needed for a
committal against the person's will.
Chief Justice Warren Burger said
the standard used now by 20 states
strikes a fair balance between the
rights of the individual and the concerns of the state.

Egypt said it is breaking relations
with Iran in response to a similar
action taken by the Tehran government on orders from the Ayatollah
Khomeini. Cairo said Iran acted under pressure from radical Arab
states.
-
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H'use Speaker Thomas O'Neill
said Senator Edward Kennedy
could have the 1980 Democratic
Presidential nomination if he
wanted it. O'Neill said that there
was no question about Kennedy
getting the norninatici, but said that
as of last week th viassachusetts
Senator was stai!n
by his decision
not to run. O'Ni I predicts that
Pres. Carter will be re-elected if
Kennedy does not run Pres. Carter
has said that he will run for re-election.
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The ness China news agency said
that China offered Vietnam an eightpoint peace plan during talks in
Hanoi. The agency, according to
Peking, also accused Hanoi of
increasing border tensions during
the peace negotiations.
The last U.S. military personnel
left the island nation of Taiwan on
Monday. G-l's have been stationed
on the island since 1954, when the
U.S. signed a defense treaty with the
government of Generalissimo
Chiang Kai-Chek.
That treaty is
being terminated under Pres.
Carter's decision to normalize relations with China.
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Published every week that we are into it (and some that we are not), the
TRAIL is the official newspaper of the Associated Students of the University
of Puget Sound. This amazing information notwithstanding, opinions
expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the University of Pugel
Sound, its administration, faculty, staff, plant department, associated
student body, or the TRAIL staff.
Appearance of an advertisement herein does not necessarily constitute
endorsement by this newspaper.
Offices of the TRAIL are located in Room 8 of the Student Union
Building, 1500 North Warner, Tacoma, Washington, 98416. Our telephone
numbers are 756-3278, 756-3279, and 756-3397.

An 11-billion dollar plus package
to finance state government for the
next 2 years is on the table of the
legislature. If lawmakers can agree
on the final figures and a few other
budget-related items, they could adjourn sine die
possibly this week.
However, legislators remain
politicians and their thoughts of upcoming elections are causing
haggles and disagreements. They've
already been in session 41 days
longer than the Governor said was
necessary.
-

K7UD OS
Kudos go to Brian Thomas and
the finance committee for working
so hard on next year's ASB budget.
Kudos also go to Mort Godkin and
the "Wizard" for no particular
reason. A kudo has to go to Karen
for being so swift with the Luau
program. Finally, a kudo goes to
Eric (p. 24) and Julie (p. 23).

Herman Talmadge, a 23 ear
Senate veteran from Georgia, w'nt
before the senate ethics committee
to answer charges of alleged financial misconduct. Talmadge denied
the charges and called hischief
accuser, Daniel Minchen, a "liar,

Stories next week on whairs really
going on in the Business School
and on the shafting of Stein House.

Tn-ILl!
Today's news...
Sometime next week.
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NEws
ndowment AwardS
By Lisa Gonder

The
University's
Endowment
Enrichment Fund was created in
1975 when the Board of Trustees
changed the University's investment
policy, therby creating a larger
income. In 1975, the Endowment
Fund brought in about $24,000 a
year, and the Board ruled that any
income beyond that be used for
enrichment. Their policy stated that
each year the University administration will recommend the
programs and projects which will be
supported by the increased income
from the Endowment Fund. These
programs and projects should be
ones which will have a major impact
on the quality of the institution and
are clearly identifiable."
Each year proposals for the use of
the money are reviewed by the
President's Advisory Council, who
then makes recommendations to
President Phibbs. The council's
recommendations are, as a rule,
accepted by the President. Finally,
the decisions must be approved by
the Board of Trustee's Finance
Committee.
This year, an unusually high
$150,000 was available in the
Enrichment Fund. Because the
amount: was so .. high, President
Phibbs decided to allocate $75,000
"...

of
that
to
the
traditional
Enrichment Fund activities, and to
use the other $75,000 specifically to
"enrich a faculty member's
academic or intellectual life and his
or her teaching." the money was
made available in the form of $100
to $2000 grants. These grants might
be used for professional development, research or other activities
which would serve the goal.
After this year, the Enrichment
Fund will be restricted to about
$75,000 annually, while the rest of
the income will become part of the
University's general operating
budget. This decision was made
because the Endowment income is
expected to be at leat as high as it
was this year.
The 1979-80 allocations for the
Endowment Enrichment Fund are
the following:
VISIT OF WILLIAM SCHOPF-$860
Anderson, Norm and Pierson, Bev
Professor of Geology at UCLA,
one of the world's leading
scolars on the origin and evolution of the earliest life on earth.
Expertise spans geology, chemistry and biology. A three-day
visit, lectures, classes, labs, Fall
1979.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST RENAIS-

Rare Book Room
Revealed

SANCE CONFERENCE AND UPS RENAISSANCE FAIR-$4,000
Ann is, LeRoy E.
UPS with PLU will host the Pacific
Northwest Renaissance Conference in March 1980 Will draw
75-100 scholars from the western
U.S. and Canada. Benefits of this
program are multiple, contributing
to the intellectual and emotional
ferment of the University and
comm u n i ty.
SIGN PRESS, MASTERPRINTER$1,OQ
ASUPS
Continued development of an alluniversity communications
network. Prints signs up to 14'x26'.
More efficient and professional
than current signs.
UNIVERSITY
FIELD
VEHICLE$11,500
Bell, Ray
To purchase a 15 passenger field
vehicle to be used by the university
for
field
trips,
classes,
research, etc. Income from
mileage charges and ,Iases will
be deposited in University Field
Vehicle Repair and RedIacement
Fund which should cover all maintenance and replacement of the
vehicle in two years.

Law Profs
Receive NEH
Two University of Puget Sound
Law School professors have been
awarded National Endowment for
the Humanities stipends to attend
summer humanities seminars for law
teachers.
Frances Olsen will attend a seminar at the University of Chicago Law
School on "The Nature of
Argument: A Study in Language and
Culture." "Topics in Moral and
Legal Responsibility" is the title of
the seminar John LaFond will attend
at the UCLA Law School.
Olsen, UPS assistant professor of
law since 1975, received her J.D. degree from the University ot
Colorado School of Law. She was in
private practice prior to her UPS
appointment.
LaFond, a Yale Law School Graduate, has taught at the University of
Colorado Law School and was an associate with a New York law firm
from 1971 to 1973. At UPS since
1974, he serves as advisor to the UPS
moot court team.
The seminars, designed especially
for the NEH law teachers program,
provide law teachers with opportunities to sharpen their understandings
of the humanistic foundations of
law and improve their ability to
convey them to law students and
other legal scholars.

ASUPS: Popular Events
Presents

By Ronnie Williams

Tucked away on the second floor
of the Collins Memorial Library is a
room that is very special it is the
Shelmidine Rare Book Room, a
beautiful reading room that is open
to students and faculty interested in
examining the books housed in that
room.
The books in the Shelmidine
Room belonged to Lyle S. Shelmidine, who was a history professor
here for many years. His specialty
was Turkish history, and most of the
books in the room are on that subject.
On his many trips to Turkey and
the Middle East, Shelmidine brought
back artifacts including Turkish rugs
and antiques. The room is fLirnished
with these artifacts.
When Shelmidine d.ied in 1965, his
estate provided for the Rare Book
Room. His family had stained glass
designed in a Turkish rug motif.
Housed next door to the Shelmidine room is another room in which
rare books are kept. Desmond Taylor, head librarian, estimates that
the value of the books in both rooms
is about $100,000 or more. According to Taylor, some volumes are
worth $13,000. There are only 1000
volumes between the rooms.
The storage room, as the other
room is often called, contains
facsimiles of several books written
in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries. The room also contains
books that were hand written by
scribes in the fifteenth century.

According to Taylor, these books
are works of art.
They are priceless items; they
can't be replaced," he said. "It is an
incredible treat to have them in our
library."
Taylor is proud to display the
"Nuremburg Chronicles," a history
of the world in one volume. Written
in 1493, it is well known for its beautiful block prints as well as its lettering. The book, all done by hand, is
what Taylor calls "In Canabula" -that is, "In the Cradle," before
movable type was invented in the
1500's.
The "Nuremburg Chronicles,"
when finished, allowed only three
blank pages at the end of the book
for historians to update the history
of the world. When it was written
the Black Death (Plague) was running rampant and people thought the
world was coming to an end.
For those wondering how a book
could last that long, Taylor explains
that paper used then was the very
best, and could last for centuries,
unlike our paper of today.
"In those times paper was made
of 100% rag. The paper of today is
tr,ash in comparison," he said. "Today's paper will be dust in 70 years."
Taylor expounded on rare books
saying:
"These
books
provide
information on the activities and attitudes of mankind throughout history; studying them is fascinating as
well as a means of understanding
our predecessors."

-

ENGLAND DAN and JOHN FORD COLEY
at the
TEMPEL THEATRE
Tickets are $7 for non students
$5.50 for students with A.S. B. card
Available at the UPS info booth
All seating is reserved
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COMMENT
We must remember, as the school year nears its end,
that there are issues that remain unresolved and
questions that remain unanswered. As we, the
students and faculty, concentrate on our academic
pursuits and our summer vacations, important
decisions will be made that will affect the future of the
University and the quality of the education that we
receive here.
Over the weekend, the Board of Trustees will hold
their annual retreat at Alderbrook Inn on Hood Canal.
They will discuss the final location of the new Law
Center, the Faculty Code as it was approved by the
faculty, and the future of such programs as
Environmental Science, Nutrition and Textiles, and
Business and Public Administration.
Closer to home, important developments in the
tenure process could and probably will take place.
Final decisions have yet to be announced, and those
involved have yet to be heard from.
It always seems that some of the more important
decisions are made at the end of the year, when the
University community's interest and attention are on
the wane, and response will be kept to a minimum.
More than ever, though, we must be aware of the
changes and the events that occur, and we must be
prepared to respond to those changes.
Most importantly, we must be cognizant of the
University as a self governing community, and we
must stay abreast of events that determine the course
that the institution will take. Those who remain
informed will always dominate those who don't, and we
must remain informed and interested in the
University's affairs in order to make our opinions be
known.

LETTERS
Graduation Gripe
Dear Editors,
Please publish this letter both to
educate those who don't know, and
to encourage concern to those who
don't care

I wish to register a strong complaint, to let it he known that at least
one senior is not happy with the
plans for this spring's graduation.
Let me quote from a letter sent to
"all candidates for degrees" for
those of you who are Linfamiliar
with the "memorable event" that
has been planned
'THE CEREMONY WILL BE HELD
OUTSIDE, IN RAKFR STADIUM.
Although we have ordered perfect
weather for the day, you have been
in Tacoma long enough to know that
the weather doesn't a ways cooper-

Fritts
You fir\
wih
doss rkrco -

be done. I can just see our embarrassed parents sharing pictures of us
in cap and gown in the pouring rain!
This whole thing is a slap in our
faces. Sincerely,
Gary Culbertson

Owain On
Misconduct
Dear ASUPS,
Good politicians follow a simple
creed: in order to survive trust no
one. In the recent Copygate scandal, we have seen this creed used by
pols to bolster their position, and
those who didn't follow this code
have had their fingers burned. Moreover, in the process of not abiding
by this creed, abuses of power have
occured
The misconduct on the part of the
TRAIL editors was simply not an
issue for the ASUPS executives to
decide. The execs address their
"moral dilemma" in their letter on
April 20, but their rationale only
grabs on to one of the bull's horns.
The execs tell us they could either
stop the devious duo from copying
the materials, or let the editors copy
the reports causing a serious breach
of trust. But, the execs fail to deal
with the negative implications of the
first half of the dilemma. They
obviously don't want to tell us that
they overstepped their constitutional authority by stopping the Trail bipartite. Nowhere in the ASUPS Constitution or Bylaws are direct or implied powers given to the executive
officers authorizing the ability to
make a decision in this kind of situation. Moreover, by this action the
execs made a de facto condemnation of the Trail editors, a decision
made with power not vested in Sub
204, but in the Student Board of
Communications.
As for the decision the execs
made, it is basically penny wise and
pound foolish. Taking this action to
preserve trust, when there is only
rhetoric substantiating this trust, did
not help the student body in any significant manner. This trust and $35
can get you a CUP of coffee at the
Cellar.
cont. on page 5
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ate. So, rain or shine, conie prepared--prepared for a memorable event
no matter what the weather! The
seating capacity of the stadium is
rather limited, so please bear this
in mind when inviting guests."
I find it hard to believe that we
have spent so much money at this
school to graduate in the rain. If we
have good weather, great, I'd love
graduating in the sunshine, but in
Tacoma that is a big if. To not have
a back-up in the event of poor
weather is ridiculous. Is this school
that cheap?!
My parents are flying over from
Honolulu, my sister is slipping out of
her Californian university in the
middle of preparations for her
finals, all to watch me graduate, and
I'm supposed to tell them to "come
prepared"!
Personally the ceremony is not
that important, a pompous affaire,
mere frosting on the cake. To my
parents, however, the ceremony is a
symbol of great importance.
Because of its importance to them, I
have decided to go through the ceremonies. I find it hard to tell them
that this ceremony might be held in
the rain! If you are going to have a
ceremony for the ritual, for the
symbolic closing, for the summary
of four years of work, at least do it
right!
To add to the insult, I agin quote
from the letter: "In order to ensure
a dignified ceremony, the
procession and seating
arrangements must be carefully prearranged and maintained.' I guarantee a total lack of dignity no matter
how the procession is arranged if it
is done in the rain. How can they
really think we believe they care
how dignified the ceremony is
unless they bother to make preparations for the weather?
To all seniors:
I hope you don't stand by and let
all this happen as the administration
is obviously hoping you will. Stand
up for yourself! Let Kathy Poole,
Commencement Coordinator know
your complaints. Get your parents
to complain Let Vice President I im
Clifford know. Let President Phihhs
know, let Mary l.ongland and
Gordon Verplank of the Dean of Students offi e know. Something must
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Phi*1 In Print

ed. note: President Phibbs released
the following document to the
TRAIL in response to our editorial
request of last week.
Last fall the University's Trustee
negotiating team was engaged in an
effort to secure options on the three
buildings, one parking garage, and
one parking lot that we hoped to use
as a possible site for the Law Center.
The negotiations had dragged on
frustratingly through the summer
and early fall. By late September we
had reached a critical stage and we
did not wish in any way to jeopardize the very sensitive negotiations
by any actions which might upset
the various owners of the buildings.
Quotations and comments about
the progress of the negotiations by
members of the University could
very readily have had that impact.

L emers
,

cont. from page 4
Copygate is a prime example of
interactions between good
politicians, naive politicians, and
non-politicians. The administration
can continue their policies of stonewalling and appeasement, the student leaders will still have their sacred trust with the administration and
be duped, especially in the long run,
and the Trail editors, by trusting the
administration, eventually created a
situation leading to their demise.
As for a solution, I see only two
points to emphasize. First, the
Student Senate, instead of just
sweeping the Copygate matter
under the table, needs to decide
that indeed a minor violation did
occur and justly reprimand the
execs. Secondly, the Student Senate
should draw up amendments to the
Bylaws clarifying that the ASUPS
executive officer's powers are those
only specifically stated in the
Constitution or Bylaws. Regardless
of one's feelings about the correctness of ASUPS exec's decision, if
they did abuse their powers a fair
and just punishment should be
doled out.
Sincerely yours,
David H. Owain

A Blast From the
Past
Dear Editors, past and present:
"None of the means of information are more sacred, or have been
cherished with more tenderness and
care by the settlers of America, than
the press... Be not intimidated, therefore, by any terrors, from publishing
with the utmost freedom whatever
can be warranted by the laws of
your country; nor suffer yourselves
to be wheedled out of your liberty
by any pretenses of politeness, delicacy, or decency. These, as they are
often used, are but three different
names for hypocrisy, chicanery, and
cowardice."
John Adams, Boston 1856

In addition, we did not wish, sensibly I think, to create the impression,
inadvertently and inaccurately, that
the University had no alternative potential site for the Law School. This
impression might have lead to an escalation in the price which the
owners were seeking. The Law Center is an extraordinarily costly under taking; the financial risks involved
for the University are considerable;
we did not want to be the cause of
an additional increase in the cost
and the risk.
I should note that the University
had not, in September of 1978, and
it has not to this day made a final
and irrevocable decision to locate
the law school at the downtown site.
The project is an incredibly complicated one and involves securing
government and private loans, raising considerable funds, obtaining
construction costs, negotiating
possible leases of the areas not used
by the law school in the Center, etc.
The downtown site has been the
preferred location since the Trustee
meeting in May of 1978, but only
if all the pieces come together
appropriately so the cost and the
risk are reasonable and manageable.
A final decision to use the downtown site will be made in May of
1979, when we hope to know
enough about the loans, the fund
raising, the rental prospects, and the
construction costs to conclude that
the University can appropriately
and prudently assume the risks involved.
The tentative nature of our plans
is indicated by the steps actually
taken in securing the buildings involved. In September of 1978 we
were seeking options to purchase
the buildings by January 31, 1979,
When January arrived we still did
not have evough information on the
other cost and loan factors involved
for the Trustees to feel they could
prudently commit the University to
purchase the buildings so we sought
and obtained an extension on the
option to purchase. That option
now expires in May 1979. In September of 1978, then, the Trustees did
not know whether the project would
go in downtown Tacoma or not.
cont. from page 1
equal opportunity in education."
She filed a lawsuit against the
university based on Title IX which
permits the case to go to trial. Title
IX states that "academic advancement conditioned upon submission
to sexual demands constitutes sex
discrimination in education."
Sexual harassment exists and it is
illegal; there are ways to prevent it,
but the gratest obstacle to its prevention is the student's hesitation
to take action for fear of embarassment, or shame, or of being
"ignored, discredited, or accused of
"misunderstanding" their superior's
intentions." The only people that
ever hear it are the student's friends
or counselors. They are aware that
the situation puts them in the
position of suffering some
unpleasant side-effects: distrust of
male faculty unconducive to

It seemed wise to me to request
the cooperation of the University
Community in order not to jeopardize the negotiation process which
had reached an extremely delicate
stage. I did not wish comments to
be made until the options had been
secured which in late September we
hoped would happen momentarily. I
therefore, asked those in the University community who were interested
in the story to remain in close touch
with Burt Wallace, the VicePresident for University Relations,
who would be the contact man for
information on the progress of negotiations. I understand that that
contact was established and he provided additional material so the
story when published would be comprehensive.
I was surprised and concerned
when the City of Tacoma
announced through the TNT that
one of the two government loans
(and the smaller one) we were seek-

ing had been authorized If you reread the release which the University subsequently issued, you will
note that we made clear this was
only one element of many that needed to be resolved before a final commitment to locate downtown could
be made.
Our main concern, throughout
however, was that we not, ourselves,
upset the delicate negotiation to obtain the options to purchase the
buildings. These negotiations were
not completed until November 7,
1978.
I realize everyone's interest and
concern about openness, and we
have tried to honor that concern,
but in a negotiating process there
are moments when publi(
comments can be detrimental to the
successful conclusion of the pro
cess. We niust also be sensitive to
that fact.
- President Philip M. Phibbs

Seminar on Business
with Japan Offered
"Businesswith the Japanese: The
Cultural Dimention," a two day seminar for Americans involved in trade
with Japan, will be presented June78 by the Washington Council on
International trade in cooperation
with the Battelle Memorial Institute
through the Battelle Seminars and
Studies Program, Kyodai, and the
School for International Studies,
University of Washington.
The seminar will address itself to
the basic values motivating decision
makers in Japanese business,
including the relationship between
business and social structure Topics of discussion include: management practices, negotiation procedures, wellsprings of the Japanese
economy and implications of the
bilateral trade agreement.
Featured speakers include Cane
Cable, Founder of Kyodai; Peter
Kasama, Supervisor with Ernst &
Ernst (Seattle); Norman Pearlstine,
(formerly Wall Street Journal) West
Coast Bureau Chief for FORBES; and
learning and detrimental distraction
in women students, are two psychological problems that are encountered. Sexual harassment is the powerful versus the powerless and the
powerless choose not to deal
actively because they need a grade
or a job.
Action is being taken on the UPS
campus to combat sexual
harassment in several ways. the first
is up to the student herself. Many
times sexual harassment can be discouraged by the victim actively
requesting the professor to cease
making, for example, sexist jokes.
The second is mainly up to the
University. The Dean of Students
uses staff meetings to discuss the
problem, creating a definite awareness of the situation and the
counseling center is an active participant in the possible active
decision-making on the part of the

Dr. Kozo Yamamura, Professor of
Economics, School of International
Studies, University of Wa bington.
For , , additional
intormation,
contact the Washington
uncil on
International Trade, P.O Box 5395,
Seattle, Washiigton, 98105, phone
206/525-31 30, ext. 311

A/LCouple Wed
The TRAIL wshes belated congratulations to Miss Suellen
Langdon and Mr. William Anderson.
The couple was wed in a private
ceremony in A/L several weeks
ago. The honorable Sandy McDade
(soon to be Attorney at Law)
tied the knot!
Alpha Phi's chalk up one more
intramural softball victory, thanks
to excellent coaching and "Swinger
Springer's" extra inning clutch
hitting. The Alpha Phi's will miss
you next year, Sarah!
victim to combat the problem. But
outside of these efforts there is little
that can be done as the vitims
usually choose to remain silent,
keeping the problem underground
and unsolvable.
One possible solution to many of
the situations is the inclusion of a
code that professors must acknowledge conceding that sexual harassment is illegal; this would serve as a
warning and possibly discourage
future sexual harassment
A panel discussion met May 3 in
Tenzler Lounge to discuss the
problem in depth and to attempt to
raise the consciousness of the
uninvoled as well as the victims. The
conference offered support to
people in trouble by setting up
resources on which they can rely,
but mainly it served to publicize an
issue which has been long hidden
beneath the surface.
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Curri*culum Debate Comment
13y fm Moe

The Aletheta Curriculum Debate
of last April 24 was a classic nonconfrontation of the technocrat
with the autocrat with the
with the autocrat with the bureaucrat. These three species were represented by, or embodied in, Stephen
Thrasher of Business, Francis Cousins of English, and Woifred Bauer of
the Administration, respectively.
Mr. Thrasher alternated between
explaining the reasons why the University should fulfill just exactly
those vocational and technical dutes it now fulfills and disavowing the
logical consequences of his
argument. For him, the ideal, given
its marvelously fortuitous
resemblance to the precise status
quo of corporate America, coLild be
made real without any sort of strugie at all, Mr Thrasher apparently
has no quarrels with the state of our
nation as it is. Relying on an oranismic, social-scientific model that pre-upposes the integration, indispensihility, and validity of existing institLitions, Mr. Thrasher more or less
implied that the University must
meet in detail the demands American society places on it. Therefore,
it must accept as inevitable a large
professional and business enrollment and program, since such a program is indispensable to the univerity's appeal to potential students
and therefore to its financial surviva I.
The University, according to Mr.
Thrasher, is in the business of providing the technical means (in the form
of trained accountants, etc.) to the
American economy. What was most
incredible, yet also most expected,
was the Business professor's characterization of the University as a mobility mechanism: he as much as
said that the facilitating of greater
income and status is more import-

ant than whatever critical and intellectual heritage the University of Puget Sound might still possess and
honor. A close and searching analysis and questioning is something of
which Mr. Thrasher does not recognize the existence. He should be
thanked at least for displaying and
revealing the McIntyre Hall mentality in its purest and most atrocious
form. In his complete inability to
respond to fundamental issues and
his unwillingness to deal in basic
assumptions, Mr. Thrasher was
unwittingly and elegant argument
for the value and necessity of a historical and philosophical liberal arts
education. Perhaps a businessman
such as he would accept the proposal that certain forms of ignorance
are nothing more or less than self-inte rest.
Theextension of the market model of economics to essentially qualitative questions of social organization is sick and perverse; since the
market is just a mechanism that pursues a society to its final depths, the
confusion of economic means with
the moral choice of cultural ends is
laden with oppression. It may be
that real practicality is not counting
money or filling job-slots, but rather
resides in a thorough-going and creative study of history. What good is
material prosperity in a society that,
for the lack of self-awareness, has
taken the meaning out of the present and assured its own collapse in
the future.
Dr. Francis Cousens suggested in
his remarks that the duty of an educator is to choose for his students the
initial studies that will furnish the
most substantial and liberating
background to their later careers.
One cannot simply permit events or
human lives to take their own
course: an imposition of will is the
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prerequisite to an autonomous consciousness Cousens explained that
every model of education or design
of curriculum necessarily implies a
choice as to what the students by
their education should become; it is
therefore a matter of making the
most beneficial choice, and not a
matter of avoiding a choice that is
made in any case. It was Cousens'
contention that the present core
curriculum has no coherent purpose. He spoke of a "crisis of authority" in which the faculty and
administration lack the confidence
and courage and perhaps the insight
to establish the proper .foundation
for education. Dr. Cousens insists
on a core curriculum that will permit and impell students to realize
the relativity of their later disciplinary and social commitments; it is
through history that one attains
awareness of how fragile and timeand value-bound are the origins of a
study or a state. The question will
always remain: What sort of a
student and what kind of a society
do you want to create? Do you want
a nation that will exist for the sake
of certain vested interests, will seek
to coerce and adapt the population
to the purposes of a few, and will systematically disincline its people to
broader perspectives? Or do you
want a popular democracy of the
spirit and, therefore, of the community? In contrast to Mr. Thrasher, Dr.
Cousens does not desire to be an
accomplice in the production of
people who can be used. The proper
use of the mind is to see through the
pretentions of a system of thought
or society; one needs the past and
everything in it to reduce the
assumed absolutism of the present
moment to its proper place.
What is neede is a concrete and
quite serious program in support of
the humanities. The contribution
that the humanities can make to the
psychological and philosophical
health of an individual and an institution must be acted upon and realized, and not merely appreciated.
Wolfred Bauer, even though he
spoke quite ably on the emancipation of the student through the development of an independent perspective, was understandably hesitant to
press his criticisms to any sort of radical conclusion He stated at the

outset of his presentation that the
core curriculum was more effective
than its detractors admitted. Dean
Bauer's emphasis on the need for
writing, judgemental, and interpretive skills in addition to the mere accumulation of data was a legitimate
and even admirable one. He
stressed the primary importance to
the student of acquiring the intellectual skills that make possible independence from the professor. But I
nevertheless regard as suspect Dr.
Bauer's claim of reconciliation between vocational and intellectual demands. I would like to see a closer
examination of the structural inadequacies of the curriculum than is
possible under the aegis of administrative Panglossianism. Dr. Bauer's
approach was too general and unspecific to result in any real
challenge to the current academic
structure of the University.
I would like to make a final comment on a subject again concerning
Dr. Cousens: His proposals were
characterized by Mr. Thrasher as
supporting and "Elite tradition" and
Dr. Bauer as imposing a "narrowness
of their own." In fact, Cousens' suggestions tend in precisely the opposite direction. If the general studnet
population were strongly trained in
the humanities, the very opposite of
elitism would result. Among a
group of individuals that are able to
judge independently and critically
the merits of a particular policy or
establishment, a very good sense of
moral egalitarianism prevails, and
no one is allowed a monopoly of
justification. It is when the humanities and the application of the critical intellect, both of which are the
heritage and birthright of all men,
are discouraged and repressed that
a real elitism - an elitism based on
vested interests and an unknowing
population - becomes virulent.
If we are to lay this real elitism at
anyone's door, it is at that of Mr.
Thrasher: it is he that actively
supports the concentration of prestige and power by a business and
corporate class. He is
corporate class. He is representative of the very sort of society that
unconsciously militates against the
application of anything like Dr. Cousens' suggested plan. The curriculcont. on page 13
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EPA Announces BookCampus Christian Groups
Giveaway
Agape
Schools, colleges, engineering
firms, environmental groups and
individual citizens who want to add
to their libraries of environmental
publications get an unusual chance
to do so at a "book fair" early next
month at the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's regional headquarters in Seattle.
The book fair will offer free on a
first-come, first-serve basis
more
than 2000 environmental publications to people who come to the 1 2th
floor conference room of the Park
Place Building (1200 Sixth Avenue at
University Street) in downtown Seattle between the hours of 8 am, and
6 p.m. on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, May 2, 3 and 4.
More than 80 percent of the publications available will he reports
most of them research reports
from EPA, with the remainder of the
offerings from the three other book
fair co-sponsors, the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration,
the Food and Drug Administration
and the Consumer Product Safety
Commission.
Puhhcations at the book fair will
he sorted so that people can find information on water pollution, air
pollution, solid waste management
and other topics related to the activities of EPA and the other sponsor-
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ing agencies. Staff members of EPA,
OSHA, FDA, and CPSC will be in attendance to answer questions about
their agencies and to tell people
how they can use government library systems or other information
sources on an ongoing basis.
Arvella Weir, EPA's Fegional librarian, regards the book fair as an
opportunity for persons with specialized interests to get information
they need.
"The range of subjects covered by
EPA and other government publications is amazing ... I know because I
have to catalog and shelve thousands of reports each year," Weir
said. "People attending the book
fair may he pleasantly surprised to
learn that information exists on topics of interest to them in reports
they never knew had been published."
Here's a small sample of the hundreds of titles of publications that
will be available for give-aways at
the hook fair:
"Houseboat Waste Characteristics and Treatment, "Oders Emitted
from Raw and Digested Sewage
Sludge," "Legal and Institutional Analysis of Aircraft and Airport Noise
and Apportionment of Authority between Federal, State and Local Governments," "Use of Soil Parameters
for Describing Pesticide Movement
through Soils.," Use of Domestic
Waste Glass for Urban Paving,"
"Promoting Environmental Quality
through Urban Planning and Controls," "Altitude as a Factor in Air
Pollution," "Development of a Selective Algaecide to Control Nuisance Growth," and "The Effects of
Oxidant Air Pollutants on Soybeans,
Snap Beans and Potatoes."
EVENING APPOINTMENTS
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Agape started in the spring of
1975 as a prayer group, and by the
following fall had grown and
become affiliated with the nationwide organization lntervarsity Christian Fellowship.
Agape is much more than just a
Wednesday night fellowship
meeting, as many people think; it is
a student led group seeking to help
people become people of God and
to do God's work. Agape sponsors
many activities, including Bible
studies, prayer meetings and
seminars in Christian lifestyle.
One successful Agape project is a
book table, where books on various

aspects of Christianity are featured.
Dave Foote, a senior from Federal
Way, said, "Agape gave me insight'
that I didn't have before college.'
Foote, who is traveling this summer
to the Overseas Training Camp in
Guatemala, also said that Agape has
shown him that there is it worthwhile
cost to being a Christian, including
laying aside the comforts of Christianity in the U.S.
The name, Agape, comes from the
Greek word for Divine Love, and
was chosen because the group
wants to express the love of God to
all people.

Inn II
The Inn II, an informal worship
and communion service, meets
every Tuesday at 10:00 pm in the
Kilworth Chapel.
Tom Hall, a senior from Mercer
Island, came up with the Inn II idea
in the fall of '78. After discussing
the idea with some friends, they
decided on the concept of "a church
service that would be informal and
relaxing, just a time for students to
gather together in Christian
fellowship," Hall said. He noted
that the usual turn-out is between
"40 and 80, depending on peoples'
test schedules."
The concept of the Inn II is a worship service for students that is put

on and conducted by students, he
continued. Hall went on to explain
that many students are curious and
have questions about Christianity
and Christ, but are turned off by
having it pushed on theni.
"We don't beat people over the
head with Bibles," he said, the Inn II
is much more relaxed, a time for
singing, sharing and worship. Ihe
name, Inn II, came from a similar
program called The Inn, at the
University of Washington
Along with a worship service,
communion is offered every week
by Father Pat Tomter, Re tor of
Christ Church in Tacoma.

Enricbment Funds
Continued
VISITOFJULIANIAYNES$5000
Cousens, Frank
Author of The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of
the Bicameral Mind. One of the
books that makes a difference in
our understanding of history, contains important implications the
way we view academic disciplines and the whole pattern of
education. An interdisciplinary
outreach using psychology,
history, literature and latest splitbra in research.
One week of total commitment to
UPS by Jaynes, classes, lec.tLires,
meals, etc.
PLAYING FIELD-$25,000
Davis, Tom and Bell, Ray
Excavate, fence and plant university property on 9th and Lawrence
for a playfield for our recreational
sports program.
WINTER IM-$10,000
Davis, Tom and Cummings, Tom
A one-time only allocation to
stimulate some creative action
for Winterim. Tom Davis and Tom
Cummings will develop a detailed
allocation scheme for this money
to be reviewed by the President's
Advisory Council.
VISIT OF RICHARD RUBENSTEIN$23000
Magee, John and Taylor, Des

A wide-ranging discussion of ideas
and values in contemporary
society. Lectures, classes,
seminars, over three-day period.
PONCHO-$3,000
Phibbs, Philip M.
Funds to enable the unviersity to
bid for cultural events for the
campus from the PONCHO aLic tion.
GEORGE
ELIOT CENTENNIAL
CONFERENCE-$2,000
VanArsdel, Rosemary T.
To aid in secLiring two additional
speakers of major national reputation for the George Eliot Centennial Conference sponsored by
UPS and held April 1980. The conference will be structured to have
major impact on students, public
relations, and community outreach.
NEW PAPER S-$2 000
Longland, Mary
Subscriptions of the Christian
Science Monitor, New York
Times, Wall Street Journal or
similar publications for student
dormitory lounges.
PRESIDENT'S
DISCRETIONARY
FUN D-$8,340
To be spent by the Present during
the 1979-80, adernic year on programs, projects and events that
may require special funding.
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Linkers
Triumph
liv D,inii'I Bolong

Competing in their first Northwest
Small College Classic ever, the UPS
CoIf Team dominated action en
route to a new Classic point record
The six-round tournament, which
saw the schools visit the home
course of all six participants,
concluded April 24 at Forest Grove
The UPS six-man team of Rick
Hassan, Jim Cowan, Dale julander,
Jim CoLiry, and Ross Taylor
compiled 724 points for a 100-point
margin over second place Pacific
University and smashed the old
Classic point record of 6821/2 points
set by PLU in 1975 The Classic is in
its eleventh year of existence.
Besides individual trophies for
their team victory, UPS also
garnered first place trophies in three
out of four other categories. The
Loggers edged Pacific 396 to 399 for
the Six-Ball Championship, while
also clobbering the rest of the field
for Team Medalist honors. UPS
recorded a score of 1853, which was
82 strokes better than second place
PLU.
In perhaps the most interesting
incident of the tournament, Loggers
Dale Julander and Randy Smith won
the Two-Ball Championship with the
help of UPS teammate Jim Cowan.
Randy Smith hit a shot, but was
unable to find his ball, Cowan,
playing another fairway, found
Smith's ball, saving Randy a twostroke penalty. As it turned out,
Cowan's discovery cost him and
Rick Hassan the Two-Ball title, as
Julander and Smith edged them out
by one stroke, 353 to 354.
In individual medalist results,
Steve Hudson of Pacific University
took first with a score of 376, but
UPS golfers Rick Hassan, Jim
Cowan, and Dale Julander placed
second, third, and forth respectively
with scores of 379, 381, and 382. Jan
Strand of Lewis & Clark placed fifth
with a score of 384, and these five
golfers composed the All-Classic
team.
Commenting on his team's perfor-

mance, Coach Doug Mcrthur
explained, "The Classic was the only
time this season we could get all out
golfers together at one time. We
played well in taking five of the six
rounds, losing only at Lake Spanaway. With all team members
present, we can be very competitive."
In other golf action, the Loggers
garnered fourth place in the UPS
Invitational April 18-19, and fourth
again in the Western Washington
Invitational April 26-27. The team
sees their final action May 3-4 at
the Eastern Washington Invitational.
Congratulations to the golfers on a
job well done

UPS Top
Pack in
Classic
PUGET SOUND
Pacific University
3 Lewis&Clark

734
424
288 1/2

Pacific Lutheran
Willamette
Linfield

249
238 1/2
109 1/2
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Logger Baseball Action Versus Idaho, End Season This Weekend On Road

By Peck Field

572-3768

Crew Rows
in Oregon
By Daniel Bolong

By Daniel Bolong

The UPS Men's and Women's
Crew Teams competed in the
Corvallis Regatta April 28. The
Men's Heavyweight 4 shell finished
second in their heat, which was won
by the University of Washington "B"
boat. The UPS time ranked seventh
among sixteen entries in preliminary
heats, ahead of Oregon State, PLU
"B", Lewis & Clark, and others.
The Men's Frosh Lightweight 4
garnered third place out of seven
entries, behind two University of
Washington boats. The Loggers
trailed the winner's pace by only 10
seconds and UPS beat PLU, Lake
Ewana, Reed College, and
Humboldt State.
The Women's Open 4 shell
finished third in a hotly-contested
heat to miss out on making the
finals by one spot. The Loggers
recorded the fourth best time of
nine entries, besting Oregon State,
Lewis & Clark, Portland Rowing
Club, Reed College, and the
University of Oregon.
The Women's Novice 8 shell
copped fourth in the finals behind
the University of Washington,
Oregon State "A", and Humboldt
State. Their heat time topped the
times recorded by PLU, University
of Oregon, Oregon State "B", and
Lewis & Clark. Competition for all
races were over a 1000 meter
course.
The next race for UPS is at home
May 6 against PLU at 12 noon.
Regional action takes place May 1213 in Seattle.

In probably their biggest upset of
the season, the UPS Women's Tennis
Team edged the Vandals of the
University of Idaho 5 to 4 April 28.
The home court victory hiked the
Logger season record to nine wins
and six losses heading into the May
2 dual match at PLU.
Idaho placed seventh nationally
and second regionally last season,
and is favored to win this year's
regional. In addition, Idaho holds
dual match victories over PLU 6 - 3
and Central 9 - 0. Both PLU and
Central possess wins over UPS this
season by scores of 5 - 4 and 6 - 3
respectively. So the play of our
women netters is obviously on the
upswing with this win over the
Vandals, and with regional play just
around the corner.
The Logger doubles team of
junior Kay Archer and sophomore
Janet Larmore deserve special
mention. Playing No. 3 doubles, Kay
and Janet have fashioned a perfect
15 win, 0 loss season so far.
Included in their win string was a 76, 6-3 win over a University of
Washington duo that avoided a
shutout against the Pac-lO foe.
This weekend marks the end of
dual match play before regional
championships begin May 9 at
Whitman College. . Three matches
versus the University of Oregon,
Oregon State, and Southern Oregon,
complete the regular season. Good
luck, Loggers!
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Intramurals
By Daniel Belong

In very spotty and disjointed returns, Tom Kessling won the Men's
Singles tennis tournament. In
Women's softball action, Pi Phi
outscored Tough Shiffs 19-10, A-L #2
bombed Ohio Players 30-5, and Tenzler blanked Kumus 5-0. Forfeit
wins were awarded to Ohio Players
over Tenzler, Swede Players over
O.C.J.'s, Thetas over Kumas, Ohio
Players over Kumas, and O.C.J.'s
over Tri Delts.
In men's softball play, Theta Chi
Topped Seamen 21-7, A-L#2 demolished Bad News Hoopers 30-4. A-L#3
nipped Fat City, 1-0, and A-L#1
trounced ROTC 31-5. A forfeit win
was recorded by the Todd Squad
over Silver Moose
The IM staff expressed dismay
over the large number of forfeits
and no shows. Schedules are available at the lM office, so there
should be no reason for the high per centage of no-shows.
An intramural track meet is scheduled for Baker Stadium May 10.
Entry time and warm up is 2 pm with
the meet starting at 3 pm. Competition will be held in both men and
women divisions. Events include
440 Relay, 100 yard dash, 220 yard
dash, 440 yard run, 880 yard run,
mile relay, shot put, long jump, high
jump and discus. No spikes will be
allowed.

Cindermen Battle 0CC

By F)aniel Belong

In a dual meet versus Olympic
Community College, both Men and
Women's Track Teams copped six
firsts and eight seconds for UPS. The
women set two new school records,
with Wendy Hunt extending the javelin record to 111 feet, 9 inches and
the 1600 meter relay team of Cindy
Henry, Rhonda Bellinger, Laura
Jacobsen, and Betty Andrews
lowered the school mark to 4:20.65
while finishing second.
Other firsts for UPS women included Laura Jacobsen's 5:08.2 in the
1500 meters, Vicki Chappell's 13.2 in
the 100 meter dash, Betty Andrews'
71.6 in the 400 meter hurdles, Angela French's 19:29 in the 5000 meters,
and Diane Thompson's 1591/2 in the
long jump. The 400 meter relay
team, Rhonda Bellinger in the 1500
meters, Betty Andrews in the 400
meter dash, Rochelle Brosseau in
the 100 meter dash, Rhonda Bellinger in the 800 meters, Cindy Henry in
the 200 meter dash and Susan
Torgerson in the 5000 meters all
placed second in their respective
events.
For the men, firsts were recorded
by Matt McClincy's 16.4 in the 110
meter hurdles, Reggie Brown's 51.2
in the 400 meter dash, Ken Zimmerman's 11.1 in the 100 meter dash,
Craig Smith's 1:59.4 in the 800
meters, Dennis Goodman's 12-0 in
the pole vault, and Alex Krumins' 207 in the long jump.

Seconds included Jeff Trammell
in the 1500 meters, Andy Cummings
in the 800 meters, Randy Moon in
the 400 meter hurdles, the 1600
meter relay team, Sam Bell in the
long jump, and Richard Whitney in
the shot put.
The UPS cindermen are in
VancoUver tomorrow for the
Vancouver Relays before holding
their only home meet May12

Softball Action
By Daniel Bolong

The Logger Women's softball team
has one win to show after six efforts
against recreation league teams.
After splitting a doubleheader with
Sam's Tire, winning 6-2 and losing 16, the Loggers dropped twin bills
against the Bremerton Legionnettes
3-12, 1-14, and the Polar Bears 6-9, 46.
Kris Lemon is hatting .455 and
Angela Sheppard .308 for the Lady
Loggers, while Coach Monta Potter
singles out Sheppard and Cyndy
Funrue for outstanding defensive
play. Two college tournaments in
Oregon face UPS, one today and
tomorrow at Lewis & Clark, the
other May 11-12 at Portland State.
Coach Potter reports that there are
no colleges in Washington playing
fastpitch softball, recessitating the
trip to Oregon, for college
competition.

Spikers at
R.e.,gionals
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The UPS Volleyball Club joined
seven other teams last weekend at
Highliie Community College for
regional play. The team recorded
two wins in eight games while
getting eliminated in the first round.
The Loggers opened play against
the Kitsap Volleyball Club, where
they dropped a pair of contests.
UPS then split a pair of games
against Evergreen, and then did the
same against Portland Lao, a team
composed of Laotians. The
Loggers completed play by getting
clobbered in two games by
Lynnwood. Other participating
teams included Montana State,
Pacific Lutheran, and Olympic.
Steadfast players for UPS were
Rick Outcalt and captain Mike
•Laird. Commenting on the whole
season, Laird said, "When "ou
consider all factors, this being Our
first season,making regionals was a
remarkable achievement. And with
this year's experience, next year
should be even better"
The Club has scheduled a
Friendship Co-ed Tournament for
the Women's Gym May12 involving
local teams, while Mike Laird and
Mike Ramos are schedLiled to
compete on Washington State's
team in a possible Canadian-US
tournament June 2.

Men Netters Are 10-2 Women 9 - 6 On Season
UPS8 CWU1
SINGLES:
Jack Whittall (UPS) def. Ron Van
Horn (CWU) 6-1, 6-3
Randy Smith (UPS) def. Barclay
Owens (CWU) 6-4, 6-2
Mark Harrington (CWU) def. Ben
Jones (UPS) 6-4, 7-5
Noel Fujii (UPS) def. Dean Kempter
(CWU) 7-5, 6-1
John Shelton (UPS) def. Don Kinney
(CWU) 6-1, 6-3
Terry Lane (UPS) def. Dave Orwoll
(CWU) 6-2, 6-1
DOUBLES:
Smith-Jones (UPS) def. OwensKempter (CWU) 6-2, 3-6, 6-2
Whittall-Shelton (UPS) def. Van
Horn-H arrington (CWU) 6-1, 7-6
Fujii-Lane (UPS) def. Kinney-Orwoll
(CWU) 6-2, 4-6, 6-3

UPS7 SU2

UW8 UPS1

UPS5 1U4

SINGLES:
Kay Archer (UPS) def. Sue Stimac
(SU)6-4, 6-3
Gini Henderson (UPS) def. Coral
Frisby (SU) 6-4, 6-3
Sharon Henry (SU) def. Michelle
Prince (UPS) 7-5, 6-4
Lisa Keylor (UPS) def. Michelle
Pagan (SU) 4-6, 6-0, 6-3
Elsie Young (SU) def. Janet Larmore
(UPS) 6-1, 6-3
Holly Rogers (UPS) def. Lisa Chase
(SU) 6-1, 6-1
DOUBLES:
Henderson-Rogers
(UPS)
def.
Stimac-Frisby (SU) 6-1, 6-2
Hinckley-Prince (UPS) def. PaganYoung (SU) 6-3, 7-5
Archer-Larmore (UPS) def. HenryChase (SU) 6-3, 6-2

Kathy Beck (UW) def. Kay Archer
(UPS) 6-2, 6-0
Gretchen Van Dyk (UW) def. Gini
Henderson (UPS) 7-5, 6-2
Ann Arndt (UW) def. Michelle Prince
(UPS) 6-1, 6-3
Brenda Jacobsen (UW) def. Lisa Keybr (UPS) 6-0, 6-1
Karla Knudsen (UW) def. Carolyn
Hinckley (UPS) 7-5, 4-6, 6-3
Lynn Schaab (UW) def. Janet Larmore (UPS) 6-3, 6-0
DOUBLES:
Moldrem-Van Dyk (UW) def. Henderson-Rogers (UPS) 6-0, 6-3
Beth-Marhefka (UW) def. HinckleyPrince (UPS) 6-2, 6-1
Archer-Larmore (UPS) def. JacobsenSchaab (UW) 7-6, 6-3

SINGLES:
Kellie Friddle (I) def. Kay Archer
(UPS) 6-2, 6-2
Gini Henderson (UPS) def. Kristie
Pfeiffer (I) 6-3, 6-2
Michelle Prince (UPS) def. Ellen
Cantrell (1)6-2, 3-6, 6-3
Carolyn Hinckley (UPS) def. Debbie
Dudley (1)6-0, 6-0
Janet Larmore (UPS) def. Crystal
McDaniel (1)6-1, 6-0

College Bikes

DRASTIC PLASTIC RECORDS

10 speed - Moto- x
Sales - Repairs
Ph. 564-1921

And Paradise Paraphenalia
RECORDS & TAPES NEW & USED
Buy • Sell • Trade
Easy Wa/king from LIPS Campus-Save Gas, Avoid Mall Fat,iue Or Highlands Hassle. Don't Be
Over-Towered! Big Is Not Best! We Are About Five Blocks Towards Downtown, At 61h Ave.
Cakes.
Open Mon. To Sat. Noon To 1P.M. Buyer Available Weekdays 6-8 P.M All Day Sat 2703- 0
Ave. 272-2886
-'C

e Brick layer

DOUBLES:
Pfeiffer-Wheeler (I) def. HendersonRogers (UPS) 6-2, 6-2
Cantrebl-Friddle (I) def. HinckleyPrince (UPS) 6-4, 6-4
Archer-Larmore (UPS) def. DudleyMcDaniel (I) 3-6, 6-2, 6-0

BUDIL 'S FLOWERS
383-4739

2616 6th AVENUE
TACOMA

LEARN TO FLY WITH

Featuring
EMINI, INC.

BLUE PORT NEWS
Entertaining Friday 8' Saturday
8:00pm - 2:00pm

Solo course 12 hours

Free Pool

Free Ground School to U.P.S. Studeni

Monday - Thursday 12:00 - 3:00pm

5302 Nt/i. Baltimore
Ruston

$400
383-4638

Master Charge
VISA 'card accepted

P,igi' 1 ()

Student Services
Safety
Securl*ty
Report

The following events were
reported to the Safety/Security Office during the week of April 23-29.
4/23, 10:40 am: A resident student
reported that one of her tires (value
$1 25) had been slashed while her yehide was parked in the Seward Hall
lot. No suspects. (Referred to the
Tacoma Police Dept.)
4/27, 2:30 pm: Safety/Security personnel responded to the Sigma Nu
house regarding disturbance activity. Sigma Nu members, after repeated advisory efforts, turned down
their music, ceased the launching of
water balloons with a "funnelator"
and discontinued the consumption
of alcohol outside their house.
4/28, 12:30 pm:
A student
reported the theft of a "C.B." antenna (value $30) from his vehicle
which was parked at his rental house

SPURS Present
Banquet for

May Interviews
The tollowing interviews will be
conducted the week of May 7-11 on
the UPS campus. If you are interested in one of the interviews listed
below, please stop by the A2CP2
office, Collins Library 225, with a
resume for sign-ups.
Monday, May 7:
UNIFIED
CORONA-NORCO
SCHOOL DISTRICT; (CALIFORNIA)
will be on campus interviewing for
education administration positions
including psychologist, counselors
and language arh instructors.
Wednesday, May 9:
U.S. MARINE CORPS will be
regarding
interviewing
students

residence. No suspects.
4/28, 11:30 pm: A group of students were consuming alcohol on the
Baker Stadium field. Safety/Security
personnel did not receive
cooperation from the group to
discontinue drinking activities in
compliance with the Alcohol Policy.
Tacoma Police Officers thereafter
assisted in disbanding the group.
(Referred to the Dean of Students).
4/29, 4:10 pm: Safety/Security personnel responded to the baseball
field in reference to the presence of
a keg in the bleachers and the consumption of alcohol by a large number of students. Patrol personnel
met with uncooperatiye responses
from students in encouraging the removal of the keg from the playfield
area. (Referred to the Dean of Students).

officer programs on a one-to-one
basis.
BEAVERTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
(OREGON) will be on campus interviewing education majors for teaching positions.
Thursday, May 10:
U.S.
MARINE
CORPS will
continue as above.
JAY JACOBS will be interviewing
students for sales positions with promotion possibilities.
LONGVIEW PUBLIC SCHOOLS
will be interviewing elementary, secondary, and special education
majors for possible employment
opportunities.

Four generations
The newly elected Spurs will be
presenting the annual Four Generation Banquet in honor of all past
Spurs on Tuesday, May 8 at 5:30 in
SUB Room 9.
All past and present Spurs are cordially invited to the event, which
will include dinner, awards for the
78-79 Spurs and songs.
Please contact Janice Godack at
756-4122, AL 205, if you'd like to
attend.

TRA IL
WantAds
77 CAMARO Black; 350-V-8; Air;
Excellent condition. $4,000 or best
offer. 572-7314.
TEACHER at UPS owns large
older North End house. Would like
to share with a couple responsible
single persons. House equipped
with full kitchen facilities, washer/
dryer. Six bedrooms, 2'/2 baths. Call
572-8166 evenings or 756-3172 day.
Available for summer and/or next
semester.
To all concerned students.
During the week of 4/16/79 a blue
French ten speed was stolen from
Regester Dormitory. This is a 26
inch ten speed with seamed racing
tires and foot holders on the pedals
The hike is reasonably scratched
and is not of extreme value, but has
been a means of transportation
around campus colleges for a number of years. I'm the third college
student in my family to acquire this
hike and my very existence depends
on its safe return. If there is any decency in your heart please return it
to its rightful owner or contact me if
you know of its whereabouts. There
is a reward for its return. Contact
Jake Charts, 756-4410. The hack tire
was chained up when stolen
For Summer Rental:
5 bedroom house with fireplace
large rooms $400.00/month
6 blocks from campus. Close to
markets and main bus line.
Call 752-4025

Scholarships
Available
The Religion Department is administering two scholarship funds
which will allow for six awards ranging from $340 to $800. The deadline
for applications is May 14. The
application information is available
through Professor Darrell Reeck at
756-3287.
The awards are as described
below:
BROTHER AND SISTER AWARDS
Conditions for qualification: 1)
Need 2) Intention of a career in a)
teaching, b) religious education, c)
church music, d) pre-ministry; and 3)
Active member of a major protestant denomination. Application procedures: Send a statement nominating yourself to the Religion Department. Discuss your need, past
attainments, and future plans. Average award: $340.
TRANE
BURWELL
JESSIE
AWARDS Conditions for qualification: 1) interested in the work of the
church and 2) Preferably from the
First United Methodist Church of
Olympia. Application procedures:
Same as above. Average award: var able up to $600

Rides Offered
Destination

Date

Name

Phone

Medford, Ore.
Lexington, Neb.
East Coast (Mass.)

May 26
After school year
After finals

Scott Orr
Jeff Gauger
Lesa Young

756-4573
756-4568
752-4508

Destination

Date

Name

Phone

Portland,Ore.
Los Angeles, Ca.
San Francisco area
San Francisco, Ca.
Seattle
Seattle
WSU (Pullman)
Portland,Ore.

May4
May 27
After Finals
One wk. before exams
May 4
May4
May18
May11

Jeanne
Steve
Jeff
Craig Smith
LeeAnn McIntyre
Ruth Mueller
Laurie Clapp
Gwen

756-4114
756-4611
756-4456
752-4697
759-3833
756-4517
756-4213
756-4126

Rides Needed

I-

p
pJ.
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Arts & Entertainment
Rosencrantz and
GWIdenstern Li*ve
The UPS Inside Theatre is amidst
its second week of performance of
the play, "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead." The play opened
on April 27 and will continue to run
on the weekends of May 4 & 5, and
May 11 and 12. Tickets are $2 for
students and $3 for the general public. Curtain time is 8 pm.
Thomas Somerville directs the
cast of UPS students who enact a
view of "Hamlet" as seen through
the eyes of two minor characters.
The two leading roles are played by
Eric Anderson as Rosencrantz, and
Craig Huisenga as Guildenstern.
Larry Hansen is the Player.
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern"
is like a pocket pulled inside out to
show the seams. In this witty
comedy, the author, Tom Stoppard,

uses the brilliant idea of taking two
of Shakespeare's classic nonentitiesHamlet's school friends Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern - and elevating
them to the center of dramatic
action. By the same token,
Stoppard relegates Hamlet,
Ophelia, Claudius, Gertrude and Polonius, traditional leading roles in
"Hamlet," to secondary roles. The
play centers around the Court of
Elsinore seen from the wings by the
two attendant gentlemen who know
nothing about themselves except
what they can pick up from the cryptic lines they overhear. The two
lords exist at the edge of great
events they cannot control. Stoppard focuses on their ignorance and
their impotence which eventually
leads to their deaths.

Get ReadV For...

HALL-abaloo!
This year we're introducing an
addition to the traditional Logger
weekend. It's called the HALLabaloo! Three bands will be playing
purely for your dancing pleasure;
one plays excellent rock n' roll,
another plays low-down jazz, and
for all you "get-down" dancers,
there'll be one of the finest disco
systems in the Norhtwest. Many
other activities are planned for
everyone to enjoy including a cake
walk (whose cakes will treat your
taste buds to the most savory ex-

perience they've enjoyed in quite
some time!), Charlie Chaplin films,
cartoons, a caricature artist, and
pics taken of you & your favorite
people at the HALL-abaloo!
Unique tickets for this event go
on sale Monday, May 7th. It is a
mere $2.00 for an evening of fun &
wildness that won't be forgotten!
Be watching for flyers & posters
with more info, and get ready for the
sensational start of Logger Weekend- it's the HALL-baloo!

Saturday
Eveniong,
Hawaiian Style
Traditional Hawaiian dancing,
music and cuisine are highlighted at
the 11th annual Hawaiian Luau on
Saturday, May 5, at the University of
Pu get Sound.
Sponsored by the University's 120
member Hui-O-Hawaii Club, the
event gets under way in the late afternoon as the students formally
open the lmu pit where a pig has
been baked in preparation for the 46:30 pm luau dinner.
Fresh pineapple flown in specially
from Hawaii, poi, lomi salmon, and
more authentic Hawaiian fare is on
the menu for the dinner in the Great
Hall in the SUB.
Hundreds of flowers will also be
flown in for the 8 pm show which
features fire dancing, Tahitian and
Maori dancing, singing and other
ceremonial dances and songs native
to the South Pacitic.
Normally held in the UPS
Fieldhouse, now being renovated,
this year's show will be staged in the
Tennis Pavilion, where soft-soled
shoes are required. An informal
seating arrangement, without chairs,
has been planned.

A Spring Sale to Get Geared Up For
•Bota Bags
1 qt. $2.99/2qt. $3.99

• Wilderness Experience

•Timber Line Tents

$10.00 off
"Solo" Sleeping Bag
(polar guard fill)
5'4", 5'10", 6'6"

2 man - $99.00
Reg $110.00

• Saranic Tents
2 man -w- vest
Reg. $89.00 Now $69.00

•Guide Pack
Canvas & Leather
$29.00 Now $19.50

/

Much Much More

Combination tickets for adults,
which include the luau dinner and
evening show, are $6; children under
12 will be admitted for $5. Cost for
the meal alone is $3.50 and for the
show only, $3. Children's meal tickets are available for $3.
All tickets may be purchased in
the Student Center between 11 am
and 2 pm and all day on May 5; admission tickets to the Hawaiian
show may be obtained at the door.
All proceeds benefit the Hawaiian
student scholarship fund.

Snappy
Contest
The Tacoma Art Museum
announces its 6th Annual Photography Competition. Professional
and amateur photographers are invited to submit portfolios of (10)
items for consideration. There is no
entry fee this year, to the competition. Five outstanding photographers
will be selected for grand prizes of
one-man shows each, during the upcoming year, in the Museum's Second Floor Gallery.
Five additional awards of letters
of merit will be presented to the
second group of outstanding photographers. Works may be submitted
in black and white or color prints, to
go before a three-panel jury of professional photographers.
Individuals interested in entering
should contact the Museum immediately for the official prospectus and
entry blanks, or they may stop by
the Museum and pick up entry
blanks at the main desk.
Entries
are
due
beginning
Friday, June 15, 1979 through
Sunday June 24, during normal Museum hours, Monday through Saturday from 10 am to 4 pm and Sunday
from noon to 5 pm.
The Tacoma Art Museum has
given several outstanding photographers in the state this opportunity
for awards and one-man shows, and
has been doing so for six years.
The Tacoma Art Museum is
located at 12th and Pacific Ave.,
downtown Tacoma.

TYPING
')-

So. Tacoma Way and M street
472-4402

588-6851
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"Moody Blues"

Adelphian AuditIons

Head West on
Tour

The spring auditions for the Addphian Concert Choir for membership
in the 1979-80 choir will he held on
Saturday, May 12 at 10:30 am. in
Room 102, Music Building. Current
students wishing to audition should
appear at that time and he prepared
to sing one song of their choice.
Each candidate is urged to supply
an acconlpanist but if not one will

Legendary is an adjective that has
often, and deservedly, been applied
to the Moody Blues. One of rock
and roll's most enduring bands, the
Moody Blues have set innumerable
precedents in their 13 years together.
They've sold over 29 million
records, performed in nearly every
major city in the world (they were
the first rock band to ever sell out
New York's Madison Square Garden,
and they did it twice in a row) and
pioneered the merger of classical
orchestration with rock instrumentation to forge a new musical style,
classical rock. In short, the Moody
Blues are a main chapter in rock and
roll history.
But, when they first banded
together in 1965, Denny Lame,
Graeme Edge, Ray Thomas and
Michael Pinder were a blues band
that scored with a single called "Go
Now." Lame departed soon thereafter, eventually winding up as a
mainstay of Paul McCartney's
Wings. Justin Hayward and John
Lodge joined the band, and with
their arrival, the Moody Blues
carved out their special musical
niche.
Originally intended as an experiment for England's Decca Records,
the Moody Blues became the first
rock group to meld the essence of
rock music and classically oriented
styles in their LP, DAYS OF FUTURE
PASSED and its haunting smash
singles, "Night in White Satin" and

"Tuesday Afternoon" inaugurated
the Moody Blues' legend. Songs like
"Question" and "(I'm Just a) Singer
in a Rock and Roll Band" perpetuated it.
After seven studio albums, a
compilation of their greatest hits,
THIS IS THE MOODY BLUES, an
extensive world tour, platinum LP's
songwriting awards and industry
accolades, the Moody Blues paused
to catch their breath. That was in
1973.
Five years later, Hayward, Lodge,
Edge, Thomas and Pinder, along
with their long-time producer, Tony
Clarke, gathered in the studio again
to put together their eighth and
most innovative album, OCTAVE.
Each member of the band contributed at least one composition to
the album, displaying the diverse
musical styles each had discovered
during their hiatus. To date,
OCTAVE has sold more than
1,000,000 copies on London
Records.
Now the Moody Blues begin the
second leg of their most extensive
tour ever, playing all the cities they
missed on the first leg. For the
purposes of the tour, ex-Yes and
Refugee member, Patrick Moraz,
will replace Michael Pinder.
With the tour and OCTAVE's
continued success, the Moody Blues
continue to assert their preeminence
as the world's premiere rock and roll
band

he available as needed
Dr. Rodgers, director of the Adel.
phians, announces that the 1 98()
tour of the Choir will he in Washington, Oregon and (Ta I ifor na Presently the choir is l)reparing br its sixth
overseas tour whii h begins May 28
For fti rt her ml orinal ion. ( ontac t or
Rodgers in Room 202, Mus i Biii cl.
ing or (all ('t 125

Couple Split
Mr. and Mrs. William Anderson
have been officially seperated Tuesday. The divorce hearing is scheduled for May 22. Judge Chris
McDade will preside.

The next time you
pick up your car keys and
head for the door, ask
yourself whether a phone
call could save you the
trip - and the wasted
gasoline.
For a free booklet
with more easy tips on
saving energy and money
write "Energy," Box 62,
Oak Ridge, TN 37830.
ENERGY.
We can't afford
to waste it.

cont. from page 6
um debate was a microcosm of a
much broader and more ominous
struggle over the direction of civilization. As such, it demanded and
still demands much closer consideration than it received while in progress or afterwards. There is no place
for the written word without a
corresponding commitment to
action. The critical intellectual tradition is not distinct from the social
consequences and changes it must
insist upon.

ASUPS

U.S. Department of Energy

Showcase

Sk-.-VCM

.

Presents

*
_1M

featuring THE ROLLING STONES REVUE

Campus Pcipevbcick bestsellefs
My Mother/Myself, by Nancy Friday. (Dell, $2.50.) The
daughter's search for identity.
The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ,
$2.50.) Perspective on women's role in society: fiction.

The Silmarillion, by J.R.R. Tolkien. (Ballantine, $2.95.)
Middle-earth fantasy world before the Hobbits: fiction.

If Life is a Bowl of Cherries—What am I Doing in the
Pits, by Erma Bombeck. (Fawcett, $2.50.) Tips for
domestic survival.

Bloodline, by Sidney Sheldon. (Warner, $2.75.) Woman
inherits power and intrigue: fiction.
The World According to Garp, by John Irving. (Pocket,
$2.75.) Humorous adventures of son of a famous mother.

The Last Convertible, by Anton Myrer. (Berkley, $2.50.)
Nostalgic story of World War II generation.

What Color is Your Parachute?, by Richard N. Bolles.
(Ten Speed Press, $5.95.) Career and job guidebook.

This group is HOT- complete with
MICK JAGGER look

The Holcroft Covenant, by Robert Ludlum. (Bantam,
$2.75.) Plot raises spectre of a Fourth Reich: fiction.

alike- David Christiansen

The Insiders, by Rosemary Rogers. (Avon, $2.50.) Life
and loves of beautiful TV anchorwoman: fiction.
'S

This list was compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from
information supplied by college stores throughout the country.
April 30, 1979.

May 9th

SUB Lounge

11:30-1:00

DON'T MISS IT!!!!
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Calendar
Today
May 4
1.00 pm marks the start of today's
between
Gonzaga
doubleheader
and UPS. The games are to be played in Spokane, so good luck to the
Logger Baseball team,
Live on the Inside Theatre stage
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are
Dead" enters into its second smash
weekend, Showtime tonight is 8:00
p.m Admission is set at $3.00 for
general admission and $2.00 for
faculty, staff and students. Reserve
your tickets early by contacting the
Box Office at 756-3329
A magical adventure is in store for
all this evening in Mc006. "The
Wizard of Oz" will he making guest
appearances at 7, 9:10, and 11:20
pnl This attraction is sponsored by
Canipus Film's and the admission
fee is a mere quarter. Come early
and get the best seats!
The UPS Golf team winds up the
second
of
the
Eastern
day
Washington Invitational meet today
in Ellensburg
The women's tennis team will be
meeting University of Oregon in
Eugene today for their latest match.
Tonight KUPS presents Ron Wood
"Gimme Some Neck" at 10:30 pm
on
their
Hour
popular
album
feature

St.
a
May 5
The UPS tracksters will be traveling to Vancouver today to compete
in the Vancouver Relays.
Once again the Logger Baseball
team will be playing in a doubleheader today. The event will be in
Moscow, ID against the University
of Idaho and will begin at 12:00 pm.
Tennis matches are slated today
for both the men and women's
teams. The women will be in
Corvallis, Oregon meeting Southern
Oregon State and Oregon State
L.'niversity. The men's team will
travel to Bellingham to take on
University.
Washington
Western
Good Luck to all participants!
Feel like a bit of exercising and a
lot of fun? If so, your in luck... the
Expeditionary is organizing a group
bike hike Meet at UPS Fieldhouse
parking lot at 9:00 am, bring your
own bike and any necessary gear
for a 10-15 mile ride in any kind of
weather. Today's route is around the
North End on the "Kla-How-Ya"
route. For further info contact Mary
\nn Wilson- 383-4220 or Mike Cole

'

572-5280.
"The Wizard of Oz" will be reappearing today at 7, 9:10, and 11:20
in Mc006. Admission charge is 25c.
Once again this evening "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead"
will be presented in the Inside
Theatre at 8:00 pm. Tickets are
going quickly so don't wait til the
last minute, make arrangements
Inside
the
contacting
now
by
Theatre Box Office at 756-3329.
Here's the opportunity many of
you have been waiting a long time
for, the Hui-O-Hawaii Club is sharing
a bit of their Hawaiian culture with
all of us here on the UPS campus.
From 4-6:30 pm a luau dinner will be
served in the SUB with the show
getting underway at 8:00 pm in the
Tennis Pavilion. Ticket prices are
$6.00 for the dinner and show or
$3.50 for the meal alone and $3.00
for the show alone. Children's prices
are $5.00 for both or $3.00 for the
meal alone. For those with meal
tickets the dinner has no additional
charge and the show costs only 25c.

Sun.,
May 6
The final showings of campus
films' presentation "The Wizard of
Oz" are scheduled today for a
matinee at 2:00 pm and an evening
show at 8:00 pm. This all-time
favorite film is, of course, rated "C",
and is a real bargain at a mere $25
admission charge Don't miss it!
UPS's men's baseball team is
scheduled for its final game of the
year at Lewis and Clark State. Good
luck Loggers!
England Dan and John Ford Coley
come to Tacoma's Temple Theatre
tonight for two shows. Concerts will
begin at 7 and 9:30 pm, and tickets
to see this duo are $7.00 general
admission and $5.50 for students
with ASB card. The show is sure to
be one of Tacoma's top entertainment treats this year, so don't beleft
out!
Maia Samson and Gisele Amantea
will display their art works in Kittredge Hall through May 23.
environsleepy
you
all
For
mentalists get your rears in gear!!
Come to the weekly ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP MEETING 5:00
pm today in the upper level of the
SUB. See you there!
be
will
Theatricks
Acme
presenting Woody Allen's one-act
play, "Death Knocks" today in the
SUB Lounge. Performances are at 9
and 10 pm. The action of this
comedy centers on not Ackerman, a
dress manufacturer,
middle-aged
who finds himself beckoned to the
beyond by a mysterious figure in
black. The play features Bob Peart
as Nat and Jeff Neal in the title role.

Admission is free.
Senior Michele Patterson, piano,
will perform in recital this afternoon
at 4 pm in Jacobson Recital Hall.
Patterson is scheduled to perform
Chopin,
Beethoven,
works
by
Prokofiev, and Debussy. Also on the
program are compositions by Bach,
performed on the harpsichord.
Katy Werttemberger's Birthday!
No presents under $50.00 value
accepted. Happy Birthday K. Y

!

M on.
Ma y 7
The first class session of "Build
Your Own Salmon Fishing Rod" will
meet tonight from 7-9:30.
Corona-Norco
Unified
The
School District from California will
be interviewing for positions of psyand
counselors,
chologists,
language arts instructors. Please
sign up with the A2CP2 office!
Tonight, KUPS features on its
10:30 pm Album Hour Dale Jacobs'
"Cobra."

T ue S .
May 8
Attention all old and new Spurs!
Tonight is the annual "Four Generations Banquet" at 5:30 SUB room 9,
Don't miss the fun! The 78-79 Spurs
will be receiving their awards for a
year of hard work. Thanks, girls!
Tonight KUPS will entertain the
campus with James Taylor's "Flag"
starting at 10:30 on the KUPS Album
Hour.
"The President's Analyst," a film,
will be presented tonight at 7:00 pm
in Mc.006

to-one basis.
KUPS presents Max Webster's "A
Million Vacation" atlO:30 pm.
Honns Convocation, 4:00 p.m. in
An
Kilworth Memorial Chapel.
recognize
opportunity
to
outstanding student acheivement.
New members of Phi Kappa Phi and
Mortar Board will be introduced and
the winners of ASB trophies and
announced.
awards
will
be
Preceded by an open house at the
Presidents home beginning at 1:00
p.m.
Environmental
The
UPS
presenting
is
Awareness
Group
another forum on Nuclear Power,
Wednesday, May 9th at 700p.m. in
Problems with
Thompson 148.
Nuclear Power as well as alternative
sources of energy will be discussed.
John
Dr.s
Speakers
include
Randolph of Evergreen State and
Become
Ken Rousslang of UPS.
Aware!!

Thurs.
May10
Ron Fleming, urban planner and
founder of VISION, an organization
responsible for the redevelopement
of downtown Cambridge, Mass. will
informal discussion with all
hold
interested parties concerning urban
space policy issues, development of
support coalitions, and conflict
resolution in the development of
masterplans today in Mc 006 at 4:30
p.m. This opportunity is presented
by the Urban Affairs Program in
cooperation with the Tacoma area
Chamber of Commerce.
Alvin Lee and Ten Years Later's
"Ride On" is on the agenda for
Hour
Album
KUPS
tonight's
10-10.
at
beginning

Fri
ay
1
1
M
Wed.
May 9

The "Hall-a balloo" is here ! UPS
will invade Old City Hall t o night
from 9-1:00a m.
Tickets are $2.00
with ASB card. Shuttle busses will
be leaving every 15 minutes from
Jones Hall from 8:45 p.m.
12:00
a.m. Activities include a rock band
in the Old City Jail, jazz, disco,
munchies, films, shops, games, etc!
Don't miss out on this surer all
campus event!
Sweet's "Cut Above the Rest" is the
hot album on KUPS's Album Hour
tonight at 10:30 p.m.
-

Tonight at 8:15 the Symphonic
Band will present a concert in
Kilworth Chapel. Everyone is welcome to attend!
The U.S. Marine Corps will be on
campus today interviewing all interested students regarding officer programs. Interviews will be on a one-
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AT THE OLD CITY HALL
Friday, May 11
9pm- lam
Tickets $2.00 with ASB.

On sale Monday May 7 at infocenter

Shuttle buses leaving Jones Hall Circle every 15 minutes from 8:45 until 12:00
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The"Combat Zone" is intended as
a satirical work and has, as such, been
set off from the rest of this newsAny resemblence to any
paper
person, place, thing, or other entity,
without satirical intent, is strictly
coincidental.
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Ayatollah Couseni

I ,

Reign
of
Terror

.

Chancellor Franklin R. Thompson, Dean of the Law School Wallace
Rudolph and University Trustee Lowry Wyatt joke about the future of
UPS on their "drying out" retreat to Alderbrook.

Back at the home front, the Ayatollah Couseni continues in his revolutionary efforts to bring back the
age-old traditions of liberal arts. He
announced (being in sublime isolation) through his Mullah for theology
Tom Reinart, a new constitutional
curriculum wiping out the decadent
philistine influences of the deposed
Phibavi regime. Mullah for protocol
Gary Hansen revealed the executions of former Prime Minister
Mageeza and Peoples General
Barnett-Adeh, high officials in the
discredited regime.
They loin the professional schools
faculties in having their souls liberated from their bodies in order to
face Allah sooner. Hansen mentioned that, of late, the Natural Science
faculties have been detained for
questioning and the Social Science
faculties are under house arrest.
Mullah for propaganda, Tim Moe,
denounced the Anarcho-Radical
Reactionary Front (the Ayatollah's
former allies) for deviant thought,
and for holding street rallies and
demonstrations for their dozen
member group. This group, under
the twin leadership of Frankagan
and Coulterari, has activated their
agitation against all status quo.

Former Prime Minister John B.
Mageeza (above).
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